
Thinkful Partners with MasterStreet on Software Development Classes 
Discover and register for Thinkful’s classes on MasterStreet, including iOS, Python, and Ruby on Rails

NEW YORK, NY - January 15, 2013 - MasterStreet and Thinkful are happy to announce a new partnership that will make Thinkful’s 
software development classes available through MasterStreet’s free search engine and booking platform for technology, business, and 
design classes and training.

Thinkful is an innovative provider of online courses covering iOS, front-end development, Python, and Ruby on Rails. A convenient 
option for busy professionals, Thinkful classes are offered entirely online and the majority of students take Thinkful classes while 
working full-time. Students learn at their own pace, and can access the course material from anywhere in the world. Thinkful mentors 
coach students in weekly one-on-one sessions and daily office hours. Mentors are available for feedback and support via the 
community discussion board.

“At Thinkful, we’re building a school that trains the workforce in the technology skills necessary to sustain innovation and growth in the 
economy. We have developed a method of online teaching that emphasizes practical, sustainable skills and prepares students to 
achieve their career goals,” noted Darrell Silver, CEO at Thinkful “Our partnership with MasterStreet helps us introduce our innovative 
classes to the next generation of technology professionals.”

“MasterStreet is happy to partner with Thinkful.  We have been impressed with the innovative approach that their team is taking to 
rethink software and web development training, and they share our commitment to meeting the skill needs of the best professionals,” 
said MasterStreet CEO Thomas Lehrman. “Their online classes, covering iOS, Python, Ruby on Rails, and more, provide convenient 
and valuable learning opportunities for professionals seeking to develop skills and career opportunities as software and web 
developers.”

The following classes, taught by Thinkful’s experienced instructors, are currently available:

● Front-End Web Development

● Ruby on Rails

● Programming in Python

● iOS Development
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About Thinkful
Thinkful is an online school that offers project-based and mentor-led courses designed for career advancement. Thinkful’s innovative 
educational model pairs the best of online education curricula with its network of mentors made up of professional engineers and 
developers to provide students with intensive, hands-on support. For more information, visit www.thinkful.com

About MasterStreet
MasterStreet is a free search engine and booking platform for technology, business, and design classes and training. MasterStreet's 
search engine contains more than 5000+ classes, programs, and conferences from top universities, training organizations, and 
conference providers that address key skill needs in Engineering, IT, Design, Marketing, Sales, Finance, Operations, and more. 
MasterStreet helps partners reach leading entrepreneurs, executives, and their teams while providing useful data and analytics to 
education and training providers. For more information, visit www.masterstreet.com
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